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CenterLink Member Financial Impact Survey Summary

Recognizing the significant challenges members are facing due to COVID-19 pandemic, CenterLink conducted a short survey to take the financial 
pulse of our communities. The survey was disseminated to all 258 US centers on April 17, 2020. The survey closed April 26, 2020.

There were 135 total respondents from 37 states (response rate of 52.3%).  The states with the most completed surveys included California (25), 
Florida (12), New York (10) and Pennsylvania (7).

We have learned from our members responses:

• Centers noted current or expected increase in types of needs of clients or communities, demand for services or support from clients/
communities, demand for existing/new programs, disruption of services to clients or communities, unplanned staff and volunteer absences, 
disruption of supplies or services from partners and increased operational costs.

• Over half of centers are experiencing cancellation of fundraising, reduced fee-for service, and reduced individual contributions, and more than 
60% indicate losses of up to $150,000 through December 2020.

• Without additional intervention, nearly 1/3 of centers would have to shut down operations within two (2) months at the current clip.
• Centers are pivoting to address these challenges head-on, with 45% changing operations to more directly support those impacted by COVID-19.
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Detailed Survey Responses
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Primary area of service
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Besides urban, suburban or rural, centers also identify their area as “small city”, 
“resort town” or some other combination of urban, suburban and rural.



Financial Ramifications to Centers
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Other outcomes reported include loss of rental income and loss of revenue from onsite sales.



Services provided by centers related to COVID-19
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Total center operating budget, prior to the outbreak of 
COVID-19
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Estimated decrease in funding/revenue related to 
COVID-19 from February 2020 – December 2020
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California average: $1-$150,000

Florida average: $1-$150,000

New York average: $1-$150,000

Pennsylvania average: $1-$150,000



Months of operation at current capacity
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Without any intervention, almost all (91%) centers would close within a year, nearly a third within 2 months.

California average: 6 to 12 months

Florida average: 6 to 12 months

New York average: 1 to 2 months

Pennsylvania average: 2 to 6 months



Months of cash operating reserve (unrestricted fund 
balance set aside)
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More than 80% of centers reported less than six months of operating reserves set aside.

California average: 1 to 2 months

Florida average: 2 to 6 months

New York average: 2 to 6 months

Pennsylvania average: Less than one month



Application for Federal Relief: the Economic Injury 
Disaster Loan Funding (EDIL)/ Paycheck Protection 
Program (PPP
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On March 27, 2020, the CARES Act, which contained $376 billion in relief for American workers and small businesses, was signed into 
law. The Economic Injury Disaster Loan Funding (EDIL) loan advance provided $10,000 of economic relief to businesses experiencing 
temporary difficulties. Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan was designed to provide a direct incentive for small businesses to keep 
their workers on the payroll. Centers indicated to which program they had applied.**

No 34.8%

Yes, both 13.0%

Yes, EDIL 4.3%

Yes, PPP 47.8%

No 41.7%

Yes, both 16.7%

Yes, PPP 41.7%

No 30.0%

Yes, both 10.0%

Yes, PPP 60.0%

No 28.6%

Yes, both 28.6%

Yes, PPP 42.9%

California

Florida 

New York

Pennsylvania

**Data as of April 26, 2020.  More centers have 
applied for funding since this date.



EIDL/PPP Approvals
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The center approved for EDIL funding received $10,000. The average amount received for PPP was $114,463, with 
amounts ranging from $2,400 to $653,250. **

California : Two approvals (2), average $98,600

Florida : No approvals

New York: Three approvals (3), average $86,333

Pennsylvania: Three approvals (3), average $48,367

**Data as of April 26, 2020.  More centers have 
received funding since this date.



Conclusions and Recommendations
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Major concerns of clients since COVID began
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Centers indicated clients have reported increased socioeconomic stressors. The top areas mentioned included 
“mental health/depression/support groups” (27% of responses),  “food/food insecurity” (20% of responses), 
housing/homelessness” (19% of responses) and “isolation” (18% of responses).



Centers Reply: Is there anything else you would like to 
add about what your organization is experiencing?

Centers had varied feedback about what else they would like to add to fully explain their current 
experience. One center in rural Florida states, “mental health issues are HUGE. Suicide up. 
Violence up.  Anxiety up. Depression up. Fear...the new norm.”

Several commented on the lack of options for an older population that might not be as 
comfortable with technology, while others reiterated the isolation that staff was experiencing 
due to missing the regular interaction with community. 

There were points of light as well: centers mentioned navigating this time feeling more 
supported from partners. A center in California commented “The support we are receiving from 
CenterLink during this time has been exceptional.” Another advised “some grantors are stepping 
up and moving their program support grants to general operating.”

Perhaps the most telling comment was from  an organization in New York City- ”our organization 
is growing...new youth, seniors, mental health, etc.  Our community will need us more than 
ever before as this pandemic continues.”
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Additional resources funders could provide
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Centers report needs for additional unrestricted funds as the primary resource that could be provided: the term 
“funding” was used in 48% of responses. 

Other thoughts included a comment from a center in California “technology assistance, virtual program plans, 
mental health triage training, rapid-response funds.” A Florida center added “IT equipment. Not all staff have 
access to computers.”

An urban center in New York contributed “honestly, we just need financial support to meet increased demand.  
We're dipping into our reserves to make sure our community is housed and fed, and we never anticipated [sic] how 
much increase in demand there would be.  We need basic staples and operational support to make sure our 
community members are safe, fed, and limiting the spread of COVID-19.”



Recommendations
LGBTQ community centers truly are the heart and soul of communities across the United States.  And when 
the going gets tough, LGBTQ centers keep on going – pivoting to adapt, to overcome, and to meet the 
needs of their more than 43,500 constituents every week. 

And now these centers are struggling to continue serving and supporting their communities while facing an 
enormous financial challenge of their own.  As the survey shows, most centers are about 6-12 months 
away from shuttering their operations if they are not able to raise funds that will not be realized due to 
cancelled galas and prides. 

Even before the onset of COVID 19, the majority of LGBTQ centers faced very basic challenges that included 
a lack of resources and paid staff.  As noted in the 2018 LGBT Community Center Survey Report, “Given that 
many of these centers work in communities with few other LGBT organizations, investing in these centers is 
a targeted and focused way to increase the infrastructure of the LGBT movement and the support for LGBT 
people living across the country.”  Now, that need is even greater.

Given the critical role of LGBT community centers – a role that has been amplified since the pandemic –
CenterLink recommends that the LGBT movement, donors, and funders provide emergency funding
to sustain their operations and keep their (virtual and physical) doors open.
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